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Brink

The tree on that hilltop over there

bears lemons.

Their stems are stiff trapezes that the breeze pushes

with gasping fingers towards Gravity's ceiling.

They bob like globes floating down river

with froth-kissed sides.

Sunlight diffuses through their porous skins,

warms those supple, yellow rinds.

From below, I watch them glow

in the bitter blueness.

Yesterday evening,

I walked acres and acres of overgrown farmland,

and purple, smiling thistles pricked my feet.

The sunset swerved in a wide triangle

into the western corner of the sky,

as I rolled westward, my lungs inflating.

The grass, dry— crackling beneath my metered caress.

The flat fields, extending behind me, below me,

shirting beneath the breaking sky,

the breaking sunset descending in a warm, whistling

vapor.

I was named after this farm

that my grandfather baptized in honor of

the airbus where he was stationed during the war.

He was an ACE pilot.

He marked his plane with a tiny, scarlet swastika

each time he gunned-down a Nazi aircraft

—

pockmarked a giant, bloody swastika with bullet-holes

and fire.

I never knew him,

but my mother claims he was a gentleman.
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Rivers run down her freckled cheeks each time she speaks

his name. He died of a tumor, that overran his gray

brain

—

cells reproducing, building, stacking— FAST— out of

control.

He mutinied against himself, his body revolted.

I once wore a bandanna to keep my long bangs from

my eyes.

My mother recoiled when she saw me, then said,"You

look like he looked on chemotherapy."

To stretch my intestines 'till they're bone-hard and tearing

like violin strings.

I never could tune my violin.

I always twisted the wire strings too tight, tighter than

the note;

squeaking, they snapped— a painful recoiling of wire,

a sharp pop like a fire sparking.

The other day, I saw a medieval illumination of Merlin

—

that stark sorcerer, that ancient, scarred cynic. In this painting,

Merlins chin was smooth; he looked, at most, middle aged. Mer-

lin— bleak,

gray-fingered Merlin immersed in slate-colored robes— clean-shaven.

All these years, I thought a coarse, white beard sprayed over his

chest.

But in the Dark Ages, when Arthur's armies waved across Britain,

a man of fifty was an old man.

In the Middle Ages, eternal Merlin lacked a beard.

Merlin fell in love with a dissolute fairy.

She wooed him into Eternal sleep, then left him

beneath a lake or in a cave,

perhaps upon a green-shadowed, foggy island of the salty coast of

Brittany.
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Like Jesus, he's supposed to come again.

When I was ten, I fell in love

with a singer whom I had never seen.

/fell in love with his voice.

This love raked gorges into my lungs,

stuck in my guts like a screw in my liver,

pierced the skin around my collarbone like a can-opener.

I used to fall on my carpet, writhing with a pain that

clawed outward

from beneath my tight ribcage.

When I was ten, I learned that people cry over beauty

—

searing, sorry beauty— that beauty is pain in the stom-

ach and chest.

Recently, I saw a photograph of my First Love

He was bald, slightly overweight— an old man.

Why do 1 alwaysfall in love with old merit

I keep confusing the Underground Man
with oranges

—

bright, blessed oranges,

perhaps because the park in which

the Underground Man strolled each afternoon

reminds me of a park in London,

where a king planted orange trees.

It s funny that oranges could grow in

gray, stormy England— in the mist and drizzle.

Oranges need sunshine to ripen, to swell,

to blush into blazing warmth

—

to be happy.

This is all about a loss of childhood,

or some cliche like that:
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dotted lines twisting into shreds of memory;

shafts of green light parting the curtains in early morn-

ing,

as I raise my lids against visions, as my brain awakes;

the sun casting itself into the sea,

murdering itself upon my window.

Heath Cabot
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Ducks

"When I was three, my mother told me that the little green

house

in the middle of the water is where all the ducks in the

World live.

"

Today I took pictures of the pump house,

the tiny, roofed pentagon

in the center of the pond.

Visions of your thin lips clamped down

on the orange stem of your corncob pipe,

of the tobacco-smoke ropes crawling over

the bridge of your nose,

bullied me into the Gardens

—

to the pond, its surface teeming with feathers, reflec-

tions,

and ducks.

" When I was older, I showed my father that miniature

house.

'That's where all the ducks in the World live,' 1 said.

'No its not, ' he replied. That's the pump house. It pumps

water

in and out ofthis artificialpond.

Your mother lied to you. She'll lie to you again"

I didrit look up

when you told me
about the pump house.

You snorted smoke out of your nostrils,

your face smooth in the shadows

thrown by the afternoon light coursing over

the top of your grandfather's green, felt hat.

You murmured something about

"the rigidity of time,"
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and the seconds seemed suddenly to spin through

the tiny, purple capillaries just below your nose

—

branching so delicately

through your delicate skin.

I watched you talking to the ducks.

You must have thought

I scorned you.

u

Ifyou don't talk to ducks, they wont talk back,
"

you said.

Heath Cabot
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I Adjure You

A sparking wing ofsadness weaves its slow way south

singeing the whorls ofsoft, scarlet skin—
the walls ofmy womb.

i cant see if your eyes are red, because the long-billed brim of your

baseball cap drowns the sharpness of your sunburnt features in a

sudden smudge of shadow, and i don't know if i should tell you i'll

miss you or to nod when you say "i'll see you again," because a light

pink surrounds your eyes, so all i do is rein in your sinewy shoulders

with my numbing fingertips and press my forehead into your neck

again.

Your skin is the color oflilies,

andyour lips are soft on myforehead.

1yearn to stretch my longfingers overyourface,

to inhale the slickfilm coatingyourpupils,

to ingest the Allyou are.

beneath your vest you have small breasts— i know, for they shocked

me the first time i went swimming with you; they maim your male

body with a girlish softness, as you raise your thumbs to the top of

your head, i can see them through the arm holes, and i want to

extend my hands and touch them— to stretch my fingers between

your hard ribs and find the dark elliptical cavern that must hang

beneath your chest, soft and wet— your heart must float in there,

your purple-red heart must pump in there, your heart— four cham-

bers and dark, thick, velvet blood, potent like wine, the atria and

the ventricles gulping it in, the valves working, small lips yawning

then closing— LUB DUB, LUB DUB. your fingers curl over your

eyelids, clearing away the brine from your lashes as if they are cob-

webbed, and i smile a silly, maternal, closed-lipped pity smile.

O brother, your tears arejewel-likefishes,

your kisses are butterflies.
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/ am dry as the dust at the mouth ofthe mines,

but you are the river, the moaning river— the waves

rolling white above the rocks.

last night, we sat in the van with the light shining garishly on our

foreheads and you licked your lips ceaselessly— the sun had dried

them and they had split into small, raw, smiling canals that stung,

in your sleepiness you told me of your almost-wife— the shadows

ofyour face crossed upon the ridge of your nose like two seas merg-

ing and your cheeks gleamed softly like plastic or rubber, you faded

then, and i felt more adult than ever, with my hot face bobbing like

a moon in the hot van and the warm, damp seat beneath my fin-

gers, the crickets squeaked outside in the suddenly alluring blue

darkness which smoked, for the stars and all distinctness had swal-

lowed themselves as we'd neared this absurd expansive clean camp-

ground in the middle of the city, now swarming red around us,

bleeding into the night like a wound draining into the ocean.

My mouth is a yawning sepulcher,

myflesh is cold, yet I do not shiver.

The song born in my throatflies like wind over the moun-

tains,

but your hair rains dark into your eyes, gushes over your

shoulders.

Brush my lips with yourpinkfingers,

breath heat into my temples— your lands wheel in green-

ness,

yourfields are blossoming.

your eyes and lips smile now. i notice again how short you are, how

the pallid white of your upper arms glares in the scowl of the fluo-

rescent light, we both know this is cheesy, so i back away, the acrid

air-conditioning stings my nose like acid— it should be winter, but

my arms are bare and reddened brown, i want to tell you how i like

your voice, stretched into the mocking whisper, "orgasmic," but i

pivot and shuffle over the cranberry carpet, i want to tell you about

child-molestation and the trafficked channels of my veins, but i
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stutter forward, the sky loops in through the spherical windows,

ashen and misty, and my eyes should melt with tears, but my stom-

ach thaws instead and the blister-fluid on my heels congeals on my
socks, four years ago i bored you by speaking, as the galaxy tilted

above us, of the ruddy red Apocalypse and the golden cord i used to

think attaches our souls to our bodies— "when the cord is cut, we

die." your hair is long now; you resemble an apostle. I love yes love

yet do not want to touch you.

What is that line oftenderness that stretches softly overyour

upper lip,

that curls quietly down your chin when you watch me?

We move our limbs amid barbedgreen cactuses tufted with

crimson flowers,

he dry, red claypaints ourfeet,

the sky rises, white above us,

heatjabs our spines with its callous thumbs—
what temptsyou to savor me here?

The ripples ofyour hair no longer shine like water,

yourfingers have hardened.

Deny meyour lips andyour hands, beloved.

Let uspart— a riverparts the plains.

Heath Cabot
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Rabbouni!

The other day

I read about

a music teacher who was

arrested

for fond-

ling

his student.

He hammered himself

into twenty years of abstinence

from his art,

folded

his fragile fingernails,

rotated his knuckles with his teeth

for the SHAME
in violating

the white, boyish body

of a girl.

She was twelve.

What's the deal with my music teachers?

They always want to give me something.

One gave me his violin bow.

Another gave me a fat plastic Buddha,

a contented, ascetic smile swimming in the folds of its

shiny cheeks.

One gave me Life in the highways of his palms.

His hair was black, course like the hair of a doll— dyed.

His skin, sallow, waxy,

like the skin of a carcass

done-over at the funeral parlor.

His teeth gleamed like yellow piano keys

dancing crookedly in his mouth

as he pulled-back his elastic lips into a pale smile,

which at times increased the frequency
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of the air that buzzed around him.

He tended a rose garden

and traveled creaky stairs.

His fingers were calloused from years

of scraping over wire.

His back, bent from hours

spent hunched over a guitar.

His body: burnt from the acid and the orgasms

—

the redness he had reveled in,

the darkness he was emerging from

yet dragging his claws in

when I pulled him from his casement,

rusty— brown, like the carpet

coating the innards of his house.

/ baptized him with my body—
my untouched body,

my small lips that had never

kissed any man but myfather.

As my tiny breasts rolled above the red sea

ofsatin sheets

on his water bed,

the veins in my nipples

gleamed blue beneath my skin—
pale like the skin ofan infant,

pale like a silverfish'sfin.

The world now floats in foam

—

slick with a thin film.

It reflects every color,

like oil does in the parking lot.

My insides expand into a void

which I can fill.

1 can wrap the yarns of whiteness

that my fingers weave

around my face.
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He has a mustache now.

He's cut his hair.

He's so old now— his pores emit a glow

like the bleached hum I imagine surrounds

the fingers of the Holy Ghost.

Light has lodged Its talons in his scalp,

emptied Its glowing bladder into his eyes,

and each time he places his palms on my head

to empty my brain of ache,

he draws crosses on my brow

with ashes

and spittle.

He speaks casually in his nasal voice

of California going under,

of Atlantis rising like Venus from the sea,

of bards, the plow

and the seed.

He traces Infinity into the air with long, hard fingers

that once crusaded over my quiet flesh

as if they were freeing some bloated Jerusalem,

scorching my skin and blackening my tongue,

bleeding me

—

blessing me.

Heath Cabot
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Figure-Ground

I know you're reading this

By a very dim door window

In some concrete prison cell

Miles below the surface of the earth

It's the ninetieth time you've opened

this secret book.

And yesterday you tapped its words

in Morse code

To faceless tapping next door.

I know you're reading this

Behind a ten-pound Physics book

In some graduate-level engineering course

As you slowly lose touch and fail out

And want to become a poet.

I see you sitting there

In you black turtleneck and beret

With tea and some handsome fruit named Maurice

Discussing the relative this and don't in particular

Like what the quiche has to offer

But you like these lines because

They bring you back to the days when

You were just an eighteen-year-old dilettante (haw,

haw. . .)

But I know you're reading this

Because it was in some notebook

You found in the attic

And brought down for phone messages.

To the left of the next stanza is some nameless phone

number

With a curly two and slashed seven
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And I know you're looking at this

During Oprah commercials

And you can't read this line

Because it's flooded with egg salad grease

And you don't really care

Though you tried to wipe it off

With the side of your pinky

still holding a sandwich.

And I feel your eyes on these words

Dripping with hurt

Locked up in your room, weeping

Because your mother gave you something

to cry about

With a twenty-foot bundle of extension cord.

I know you're reading this

Because it's in the section of the paper

Covering your face on the park bench

And you're wishing it was the sports page instead

But it ain't half bad, and you don't want to move

Lest the copper think you're alive

And kick you off.

And I know you're reading this

Because you just wrote it

And are searching for spelling errors

And stray pencil marks

And think to yourself, "This whole thing

is a stray pencil mark"

77 Chapman Wing
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Freakonomics

Car hot in stench of ''leather-like" upholstery

In after-work sun

The AM crackles fat-mouthed champions

Of New Freedom.

Twelve hundred on the sidewalk

Complaining. . .

The Duck Scrubber's Union is out of work

Demanding more oil spills.

Insurance salesmen marching the street

A sign reads, "MORE DANGER, MORE PARA-

NOIA"
Another, "WORRY NOW, DIE LATER."

It's Sunday afternoon behind the car alarm store

Mr. Koncha slips a ten-year-old kid five bucks

To break a window

"Just get the most valuable thing you see,

And make sure you do a messy job of it."

Meanwhile,

At the Hall of Justice,

Two girls stare into cartoon laserbeams

Bright orange burning malnourished pupils

Captain Babysitter and the Latch-Key Commandos

"Mom should be home by dark. . .

I'm HUNgry."

"C'mon Fred, just lemme stay another hour

Or at least clean up for a few minutes

I got ten pairs of little toes wigglih at me

Through canvas and duct tape;

Forty-five minutes at half wage--"

"No good, Go home. You got yer four hours today, now
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And if I catch ya punchin out a minute late yer outta

here!"

Poor laborers fill the starving city streets,

Outhouse couch bums and would-be bandits,

Children pissing on dogs,

A green-umbrella'ed pimp with no socks, sitting on the

curb and moaning scarily.

An army of lay-off skeletons marching in unison hun-

ger grumbling,

Gnashing rotten molars in twisting pasty gums and get-

ting rained on.

Two blocks down the Mr. Frosty soda fountain posts a

hiring sign

And within fifteen minutes the floor is crunched with

sweaty desperate losers with dependents

And within an hour five pounds of candy leaves the

counter in the pockets of tiny hands, trained and

unseen.

77 Chapman Wing
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Lament For Not Having Attended

The Funeral Of a Dear Acquaintance

Tasha's life take one whoops

Silver steamy smile

Going over the newspaper two and three times

Once in the evening

Then again at breakfast tomorrow

Maybe lunch

She might've been beautiful, I guess, but more like to

handsome

With a more expensive dignity than I could touch,

My fingerprints sliding grease across a glassy surface

plaque perhaps. . .

Warm when you needed it

Warm when you didn't

There when you needed her

There when you didn't

Blooming

Brilliant

Checked the chinks

With all her specs and calibrations

Stolid

Broken edge of a healthy head

Never got around to filling the dish.

And now, when I mow the lawn

There is that little island rockpile grave

And I have to maneuver around it.

There is no new place or way;

When they die, they take "us" away from me.

T. Chapman Wing
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Of Lemon Meringue and Cigarettes

The web of filth, developed over years of neglect, intermit-

tently masked with whatever seems to amass on children's fingers,

mottled the window garishly. The wood paneling that wrapped

intimately around the obscene window had once appeared a deep

nutmeg. It had been that passionate shade of nutmeg that always

seems to blush the color of dawn with its gold extracted. Certainly

now, that deep wine-blood color had died, and the wood could not

even manage a respectable coffee hue. No, it was decidedly ashy,

ashy with the layers of dust which coated it and sickened it until the

eyes tore themselves away, as they would in revulsion from a rotting

animal s carcass. The paneling extended from the window, abut-

ting the ceiling of peeling beige paint, along the room. Four walls

of chipped paper spanned to the floor paneling of the same ghastly

proportions. On the same wall as the window, a miserable excuse

for a door shrank in deserved embarrassment. It was really a thin,

nervous sheet of glass encased in a slit of metal that rattled when-

ever a stray wind slipped through the porch. If guests had graced

this parlor, they would have doubted the architect's sense: "what

kind of person would build that kind of door in this kind of neigh-

borhood in this day and age?' One could almost hear the sprawling,

indifferent criticisms intermixed with other gossip of a small mind's

interest, uttered with eyebrows raised half-heartedly. An ebony ra-

diator stood rigidly erect, almost with a severe air ofexaggerated self

importance. The wall to the right of the entrance consisted of two

pocket doors drawn shut. They, too, were of the deceased wood,

with once glittering gilt handles now the obnoxious color of cheap

yellow plastic. On the same wall, after a stretch of white, was a

singular door. It was a door with a rounded top nestling into an

arch which melted into the ceiling. Its knob was of crafted blown

glass, now obscured by the uniform slime, and the rest of the door

consisted of a slime coated mirror. The edge of the door abruptly

ended with the beginning of the wall facing the entrance. This wall

was merely a sliding door edged with paneling. The final wall was

not a wall at all, but a massive staircase sweeping up and around
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until it disappeared tantalizingly behind an extension of ceiling.

That was all she could see. She turned her back sharply and

stared at the wide brick porch of dirty creme. She tripped lightly

down the steps and sat on the bottom leaning back on her elbows.

The wind rippled the leaves of the sycamore back against the branch

until it swished through, releasing the soft lime tresses to shake them-

selves out in airy splendor. Its broad, strong trunk slipped out be-

neath it, yellow and brown spotted, giraffe-like. It was one of an

entire vista of trees pressed up against the luscious emerald grass.

The grass irritated her immensely, grass so soft it didn't crunch when

she kicked it. Of course, this house couldn't have straw grass like

everyone else's in the neighborhood, it had to be better. This house

was too good for hard little stick grass. She imagined that she felt

sick. Wasn't it enough that the house towered above even the

'projects? Wasn't it enough that its yard was bigger than her school?

"Damn", she muttered. This house had to get itself an attitude.

Just like the people who lived here. She had only met one of them,

but she imagined a sixteen year old girl driving out of the wide,

crackled driveway, in a sleek red car that definitely had hydraulics,

smiling superiority with glossy red lips and a loose, billowing wave

of long, perfect hair as she flaunted it with a turn of her head. She

imagined the girl glancing back to catch Kristin's reaction as she

turned down the lane and was swallowed by the protective grove of

weeping willows. Kristin thought of the imaginary image's gloat-

ing smile, surely derived from the unrealistic magazine that all of

the bimbos in her class passed around during Biology. She spat to

her left and narrowed her eyes. She began to tap her foot impa-

tiently. Suddenly she heard the sharp rattle of the front door open

and slam closed, and forced her head not to turn around. A pale,

mousy girl with hunched shoulders and a bent head slipped down

next to Kristin.

"I'm so glad you came." She gushed with a bright smile.

"Yeah?" Kristin growled angrily. "Well, my Mom made

me. She said some..." She glanced quickly at the girl's innocent,

absent, loving stare at the park, "BS about improving my manners,

or some..." She snuck a furtive glance again, "BS like that. Ac-

quaintances or something. You know. She's just like Liz, or Erin, or
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any other brainless monkey. Thinks that just because your daddy's

a lawyer or someone dresses nice or is pretty that the rest of us has to

kiss their a., uh... feet." She kicked the ground angrily again. The

girl turned her head to Kristin and focused her eyes, like liquid

charcoal shimmering with oil, on her.

"Yeah, my daddy is a lawyer! And I get to see him about

three times a year. And none of the monkeys that you think so

highly of will speak to me. And my mother is always visiting my
brother at school. And it gets so lonely." She dropped her eyes

suddenly. Then abruptly they hardened into little coal blocks and

she said coolly, "You don't have to stay." Kristin met her eyes.

"Naw, I wanna see the inside of your house so I can tell my
mom and all of the monkeys about it. I'll probably regain their

good graces after that. Having lost them on your account, I may as

well regain them on your account."

"Nobody asked you to tell Erin to go to hell."

"Well I wanted to."

"There then."

" You all don't even talk like normal people. You say your As

funny, and all these big words. Like when you whined about how

Tenese was gonna fight you and how they don't let you play down

in the 'hood. And like when someone uses slang you sorta give 'em

this blank stare."

"You should talk. You are about the only person in our

entire class who understands what you call big words, and you just

try to sound like a moron because you don't want to be ostracized

like me."

"Ostracized?"

"Ifyou didn't know the word then you wouldn't have said it

so accurately."

"Oh shut up, Miranda."

Miranda's face paled and her eyes swam. Kristin noticed

the hurt on her face and blushed.

"I'm sorry." She muttered quietly.

"Allright, you want to see my house? You want to see the

big house? You aren't any better than the rest ofthem. I am damned
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to spend my damn life holed up in my room reading the thoughts

of lonely people so I don't feel so. ..dysfunctional." She rubbed her

eyes and walked to the door. She turned her head and looked at

Kristin.

Kristin spat on the ground.

"I said I was sorry."

"Yeah."

"Yeah what?"

"Yeah. But you won't admit that you're lonely, too. You

don't have the courage to be my friend. You and I just sit and read

the thoughts of a bunch of dead people, and wallow in self pity.

You have nothing but pride. Pride won't let you admit that you're

not different. You're proud that you think innovatively and delude

yourself into thinking you're alone in that. And you're prejudiced.

You're prejuduced because you think I'm "rich" which is not only

incorrect, but stupid. I'm middle class. Otherwise, I'd have braces

on my teeth and would attend that Academy on the hill. And if I

were "rich"? Why the stupid stigma? What's wrong with people

who have more money than you? Why the prejudice?"

"Your brother goes to an Academy."

"Chip..."

"And that's another thing. Why did your parents have to

name you guys "Chip" and "Miranda"? Y'all sound pompous as

hell."

"Thats what happens when your mother is an English ma-

jor." She forced a laugh.

" Your mother was an English major?! You people must

have money to burn... majoring in English. If I could go to college,

I'd pick something solid. English, that's pitiful"

Miranda snorted. "If you'd go to college, you'd probably

cut every day and smoke hemp like you do now."

"That's it. If Tenese wants to beat the living...

nevermind...out of you I'm gonna let her. Goodbye, Miranda."

She lightly stood up and dusted herself off. Imitating the

superior smile she'd seen, she turned and skipped down the second

staircase.

Suddenly, she felt her ripped sneaker catch, as it often did,
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and she felt herself fly up in the air. She felt her body convulse and

then all was black.

When Kristin opened her eyes she was laying on a soft sofa

staring at peeling pea green paint.

"Oooh. It stank in here!" She tried to sit up but fell back-

wards dizzily.

"Kristin, relax. Just relax."

Kristin felt a cool cloth on her forehead.

"Man, I really musta been trippen' up this time. Did the

five Os come? Damn, I never was this high."

"Kristin, just relax. Go to sleep."

Kristin obeyed the gentle voice.

Through the rose and green stained glass, the sunlight

streamed. Kristin blinked her eyes and tried to sit up. She began to

swear as the room flipped and did some distorted curves before her

eyes. Cautiously, Miranda pushed Kristin's sweaty hair off of her

forehead and felt with the back of her hand.

"I think your temperature has gone down." She pushed a

thermometer into Kristin's mouth firmly. Kristin tried to rip it out.

She struggled for a minute to free her hands from Miranda's clasp

and then spit it out.

"I want a cigarette, not no metal thing." She dug around in

her pocket.

Suddenly her eyes flashed.

"Where'd they go?"

"What?" Miranda asked with surprised and sarcastic inno-

cence.

"My cigarettes. And my dime-wad. Naw. I had a nickel

wad. You'd better hand them over, girl."

"Give it up, Kristin. I have them in a safe place, as evi-

dence. I'm going to hand you into the five Os as you call them."

"What the hell..."

"Unless you agree to get all better."

"OK. I'm all better. Give me a cigarette."
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"No."

"Yes, dammit!"

"No!"

Kristin fell back against the pillows weakly. She allowed

Miranda to take her temperature.

"YouVe still got a fever. I suppose you want to know what

happened."

"Yeah." Kristin shut her eyes.

"You tripped on your shoes while prancing away. That was

fine. But you tried to skip and it snagged so while you were in the

air your foot was pulled down. It all happened so fast, I've just tried

to put the pieces together after it happened. That caused you to flip

or something, and you gave yourself a nice minor concussion."

"I've been knocked up worse."

"I called your Mom and the doctor. The doctor bandaged

up your head, and gave your Mom instructions for taking care of

you. Then the doctor left. Your Mom was drunk."

Kristin didn't open her eyes but muttered, "Figures."

"Yeah. She was screaming at your sleeping body, and, maybe

I didn't have a right to do this, but I told her to go to hell."

"We're even now."

"She left in a drunken stupor to go and tell someone what

the lawyer's daughter said, and for about five days I've been follow-

ing the doctor's orders."

"No wonder I'm having a nicotine fit."

"Get used to it."

"What did your Mom say?"

"She's visiting Chip..."

"Gawd. What a name...Chip!" Kristin burrowed her head

deeper into the down pillow and slept.

Hours later she awoke. Miranda was sleeping in a large easy

chair. Kristin tried to stand, but fell against the couch. Shaking,

she rolled off and crawled to the fireplace. She seized a heavy poker

and approached Miranda.

"If you don't give me a cigarette..." She waved the poker
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menacingly.

Miranda's eyes shot open. In one deft movement, she seized

the poker and twisted Kristin's arm behind her back. Tossing the

poker to the window seat, she dropped Kristin back on the couch.

"Stop!" Miranda yelled. "Stop doing this to yourself! I

should have let you go with your Mom to die if you're just going to

destroy yourself."

"Whatever."

Miranda picked up the poker and the other fireplace tools

and shoved them into a cupboard. She quickily grabbed the stereo

and the candlesticks and threw them in as well. Sliding the cup-

board door closed and locking it, she exited.

Kristin rolled her eyes and cautiously raised her fingers to

her head. She ran them delicately along the lines of the bandage.

Miranda entered with a tray.

"Sit up."

Kristin grudgingly obeyed. Pulling out two legs from the

tray, Miranda set the tray over Kristin. Kristin looked at the steam-

ing vegetables and spaghetti and salad with a soft warm roll.

"Got any butter? Ranch?"

Miranda made a face of concentration and fumbled around

in her pocket. She pulled out a prepackaged packet of Ranch and a

pat of butter. She tossed it on the tray.

"Damn. You guys buy the prepackaged sh..uh. .stuff?" She

asked as she quickly poured the salad dressing over the salad and

attacked it ravenously with her fork.

"No, we steal it from restaurants." Miranda said sarcasti-

cally rolling her eyes.

"Cool."

Miranda watched Kristin devour the food within minutes.

When she had finished she sank back on the pillows and allowed a

contented smile to play on her face.

With difficulty, she spoke, "That was good." Miranda smiled

warmly in return. Looking away, Kristin whispered, "Thanks."

Miranda's eyes began to fill. Quickly wiping them, she stood up

and cheerfully spoke,

"Well, since you're being such a good patient..."
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"Yes! Cigarettes!"

Miranda scowled and left the room. When she returned,

she carried a tiny gold rimmed plate on which lay a generous slice

of lemon meringue pie. She proudly handed it to Kristin. Kristin

stared at the pie and then stared at Miranda.

"Try it. You'll like it." Miranda encouraged hopefully.

Slowly, Kristin pushed the pie away. "Naw. That's what

Mickey said. He was right."

"What do you mean?"

"Mickey, wonderful, beautiful Mickey."

"Mickey Karchesky?"

"Yeah. Y'know the star football player."

"Oh my.."

"What?!"

"Nothing. Calm down."

"What?!" Kristin hurled the plate to the ground and jumped

up.

"Nothing. Its nothing. Yes, I know him. The dropout."

"Don't say that about him!" Kristin shouted firing the fork at

Miranda. Miranda dodged it. "He's brilliant! Misunderstood! I

love him! Good Gawd, I love him."

"Yes, yes of course. Tell me about Mickey, Kristin."

Miranda stepped over and wringing out a pink washcloth

from a bucket beside the couch folded it in thirds and laid it over

Kristin's forehead.

"Mickey. You should have seen him. He looks like a movie

star, sings like Babyface, laughs at everything. He's such a little cut-

up." She looked brightly at Miranda and squeezed her hand.

"How did you meet him?" Miranda inquired softly.

"Meet him? I don't remember life without him."

"Really?"

"Well, I guess it all started with the Spelling Bee. Remem-

ber? I beat you so I was the class representative?"

"Yes, I remember." Miranda whispered softly, closing her

eyes for an instant.

"Well Mickey was in the high school floor, being a few years
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ahead of me, and I had to go to some kind of special class taught by

one of the high school teachers, to prepare me or something.

Well the very first day I walk up to the high school level I see him

standing by his locker. He has such amazing grace, poise, whatever

so I guess I was staring at him. He turned around and our eyes met.

All of a sudden he breaks into this laugh and his eyes dance and all.

Just like that, " Kristin snapped her fingers, "
I forgot I was carry-

ing my spelling book. " She grinned blissfully.

Taking the washcloth and dipping it in the bucket and wring-

ing it out again, Miranda asked, "You mean you dropped it?"

"Yeah, but it was like I forgot I was carrying it." Miranda

placed the washcloth on Kristin's forehead. "He sort of slipped

down and picked it up. Then he just stood holding the book. He
didn't move and neither did I. We were just close, and his grin

faded. Suddenly he got this look about his face, this deep look. I

knew he had fallen in love. I was glad, so glad. I reached for the

book and he released his hold on it. I threw it, oh, I don't know

where, I just threw it. And before I knew anything he seized my
hand and broke into a run. I ran also, I laughed like I had never

laughed, the wind in my face, Mickey's gentle hold... we ran until

we had left the school and went to the Alley, y'know where all of the

hood kids hang. He laughed too, and sort of danced. Then I don't

know what happened, he lit this little white thing that looked like a

piece of toilet paper twisted around real tight and he inhaled. I

knew what it was. Yeah, and I knew "take a bite out of crime" and

"Dare" and all that shit, but when he took it out of his mouth and

put it in mine, I took the biggest damned breath you could think

of. We got real high, and his friends came. We all had one hell of a

good time. Then when it was dark, I knew I had to be home when

my Mom was, just in case she wasn't drunk. He gave me a packet of

cigaretts and said, 'Try it, you'll like it.' I just fell to kissing his

hands until he pulled them away. And he was gone, just like that. I

sat down and didn't care about my Mom, drunk or not, I just wanted

to be near Mickey so bad. So bad. So I took the pack, and he had

even taped a pack of matches to it. I lit one and began to smoke. I

coughed, but I still wasn't close to Mickey. I lit the whole damn

pack and tried to smoke it all at once. It didn't work. In the dark,
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it started to rain, and I finally found a butt of one of the hemp

things he had given me to smoke. I lit it up and in the cold, and in

the rain, I smoked it as best I could. I cried and wailed, and screamed

I just needed his warm hand to tell me everything was going to be

OK. I tripped for hours." She winced at the thought. Miranda

noted it with a smile.

"The next morning, Mickey came to the Alley I remem-

ber, I had been reading Wuthering Heights at the time and I thought

of him like as if he were Heathcliff. His stormy demeanor, all of

him. I flung my arms around him and slobbered over him. He just

peeled me offand dumped me down. I asked him what the matter

was. I asked him if I could help. Then he told me. Poor Mickey.

His dealer wanted money. Mickey had spent it all on me. I cried

and cried, but all he keeps saying was that tears wouldn't pay the

dealer." Miranda put her finger to her lips, and gently said,

"Shhh. Don't get yourself excited. Just sleep. That's right,

just sleep."

"No! You have to understand." Kristin squirmed.

"OK, OK, its all right."

"So then I went into my Mom's purse and stole. I stole

twenty dollars. Twenty dollars just blew my mind. I had never

handled so much cash. I ran back to Mickey delighted that he and

his dealer would be set for life. I handed him the money. He just

looked at it and laughed. He rolled all over the Alley laughing.

Then, would you believe, he tore it. Just like that, tore it. He told

me twenty dollars wouldn't buy him shit. I was shocked, cause even

Mom don't use swear words even when she drunk. I had been such

a good kid, so I was just scandalized. I didn't know what to do. He

told me he needed at least a hundred dollars, at least. I didn't know

what to do. He began to cry, I think. I ran over and tried to hug

him, but he just pushed me away. I stumbled home and I just

couldn't find any money. I ran into Myna's apartment. I sneaked

into her Mom's purse and got fifty dollars. I took the whole purse

to Mickey in the Alley. He looked slightly pleased. He kissed me

on the forehead and slipped me a cigarette. Then he was gone."

Miranda stared at Kristin with large, frightened eyes.

"Yeah, and you've seen how I changed from last year to this
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year. We were best friends then, always competitive, you and I.

Then I was a druggy, much in love, happy. I got high and was

stealin from stores. I tried to rehabilitate for a month, then it just

wasn't the same. That's when you invited me over. That's it. That's

all there is to say."

Miranda just stared at Kristin and they sat there-locked in

each other's gaze. Suddenly, Kristin tugged at Miranda's hand and

pleaded,

"Bring him to me. Bring him here! Please, for old times

sake, whatever."

Miranda loosed her hand and said, "I will. Go to sleep. I'll

find him."

Kristin smiled and obeyed. "Thank you."

Miranda stumbled into the kitchen and dialed some num-

bers quickly,

"I need to talk to Dr. Ryley. Now. This is Miranda Hayward.

Yes. Now!" She rasped out in a hoarse voice.

"Dr., come over, please. Now. Please. I'm afraid for her.

Thank you!"

Suddenly Miranda turned to see the ghastly apparition of

Kristin.

"I told you to get Mickey! Where is he? I want Mickey! I

want Mickey! You bitch, you lied." Kristin fell on Miranda and

pummeled her and ripped at Miranda's skin with her nails. Miranda

dragged Kristin back into the parlor when the doctor threw open

the door. The two women dragged Kristin into the couch.

"MICKEY!Damnyou! 1wantMICKEY!" Suddenly fainted.

Miranda quickly asked the doctor, "How is Mickey?"

"With gunshot wounds like he had we were lucky to keep

him alive for as long as we did." The doctor laid a hand on Miranda's,

"Remember, Miranda, you can't fix every problem in the world."

Miranda wept silently.

"Kristin was my best friend. Like the only one I've ever

really had. Now I don't know what to do. She'll die if she hears

about him..."

"She needs to know. Her dad didn't die for nothing. There
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was a gang that killed him, the same gang that Mickey died uphold-

ing. She needs to know that she can't live like she does.."

"She is so intelligent. I don't understand."

Slowly Kristin opened her eyes. "Please." She looked at

each of them. "Tell me where Mickey is. Tell me."

"Kristin, Mickey was involved with the Larmar Avenue

Hoods."

"You lie." She muttered resignedly.

"There's more. There was a gang fight this week. He was

killed."

"You lie." She brought her hand up and slapped Miranda

hard.

"No! Its true. He is part of the gang that killed your father.

The gang that kills policemen! Its true! Every penny you gave him

helped to kill more daddies! Every cigarette you smoke..." The

doctor stepped back. Kristin slapped Miranda. Miranda grabbed

Kristin's hand and slapped her back. Kristin looked up at Miranda

and their eyes met again. A huge tear spilled down Kristin's face.

She turned to the pillow and wailed into it. The doctor gave Kristin

a sedative. Miranda motioned for her to leave.

"I can't take this, Kristin. I've tried. You can leave now.

You can stay. But ifyou make your decision, you have to stick by it.

I just can't take it."

"I need help. More than you could give me. I can't stay. I'll

go home... to the streets. I'll find Mickey, or someone like him. You

and I... were like a corny advertisement... A childhood dream. We
were the kind of kids who took cute pictures together cause we were

so different... together we looked like anything was possible... racial

peace., world peace... That's over now.You and I are different. All

of the lemon meringue shit in the world won't bridge that gap."

"No! We were the same! We're human. We aren't that

different. You can make this decision later. Rest."

"Just leave me be! If you're lonely go to your mother who

majored in English, to your lawyer daddy. Leave me to my drunken

mother and two graves."

Kristin stood up and left the room. She left the parlor and

went down the stairs. She bent her head as she slowly walked down
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the driveway, not looking back. Miranda watched the retreating

figure through the window in the hall. She shivered until, at last,

Kristin's shadow was swallowed up by the protective grove of trees.

Kate Zangrilli
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Portrait

She should be gulping down glasses of manna

Slurping, not sipping

For manna is thick

and sticks to one s ribs

The pulpy elixir should be in such a hurry to share a

kiss

that it slithers over the side of the goblet

and down gravity's way

until what glistens and remains

is a trail of nectar over her skin

Instead she waits

As the contents of the goblet stagnate

Except for the occasional tremor of an earthquake

When the glass chandelier overhead

leaves hummingbird trails of light on the walls

Akin to those who ignore the New Testament

She waits.

Already come, already saved

Is a too easy lie

She intrinsically knows it

She ignores the goblet and its lapis blue lens

Refuses to acknowledge the sensory pleasure

that awaits the first sip

Our subject prefers

Knawing the table leg

to nibbling the earlobe

She has, recently, taken not to action but to remnisicence

Thinking of days when she straddled chasms,

Not of late,
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When the effort to stretch a narrow wrist

towards blue glass

Is that of Sisyphus and his boulder.

Hope docs linger in the back of her throat,

An insistent dryness persists.

M'lady is thirsty.

Eve Lubin Bradford
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Guitar

I wonder if you still look like lacquer

as blue and white china cups on warm lips of sound

bubbling forth in sweet, slurping drizzles

humming elastically around my fingertips

to see me push and drag and grimace and laugh and tug

at you

you trick and test and slide along your straight neck

with

small fingers and the tiny nick

pulling down the corners of your mouth in a frown

to trill and leap like a tittering bird

snapdragon and turbulent darling

cracking your teeth on the plastic and the wood

to make the strings vibrate against your teeth

purring like a growly, sun-drenched tabby

curvy claws curling and catching on the frets

three, five, seven, nine, twelve, fifteen to twenty two

the delicious tips of the tines of forks brushed against

the pink wrinkles of the gums

with an unsung heart that beats tinny

like the raucous kettle drum pulse of the swift com-

passes

creaking sharply west

to hear you singing in your funny, young earnestness

snapping and humming like sugar and salt

on the fingers with the raw graininess of amber sand

I bet you would like to cut the sizzling, busy circuit

and feel the clean wires hot against your tongue

Caroline Noble Whitbeck
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Strobe

I am a shadow against a strobe light

lost and found and again

this city seizes me back

the silver currents of the mercury highway splash past

the wires in a bloody tangle above

lights bleeding over my face

in liquid drips of brilliant gore

the crisp, crinoline sharpness of the whites

green migraine pools

the constant beat of sickly yellow

shining off my forehead

mock halo

I see you

the conventionals

cowering ,
shifting forms nestled as crawling insects in

your

high-rise dens

the windows hum
rumble and vibrate in their premonition of discontent

to pause and crack with light and the pallor of gaping

faces

as the throbbing varicose vein in the twitching sky

bursts to throw its inky blue and delicate mesh of cells

in a tinny, platinum singe

across the blistering sore of space

illuminated

I see your faces

moon-like

against the blackness of the darkened windows

and the numbers on the bathroom walls

tell of a world not your own

Caroline Noble Whitbeck
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Cafe

Maybe she got hit by a truck.

They're playing "Air on the G String," I love Bach.

Schwarz; ohne Zucker unci creme bitte. I hate coffee with

anything distracting in it. I also hate staring out the window be-

cause among the hoi palloi, night sky and blazing lights of traffic, I

can't see her. The goddamn foliage.

They're all wearing rucking cashmere, what the hell. There

is such a lack of concentration in this place. Almost everyone is

enjoying themselves. Two are leaving, talking about the weather or

who's taking the tray to the thing. Do they even know they're get-

ting rained on? Because no one has an umbrella anymore. It's prob-

ably because I assume every one is mine, for Christ's sake, where is

she. For every one who enters, one and a half leave, and she never

called. This guy must have lost something, he keeps coming back

like he left something, loser. I hate everyone, no but I love them,

now I can't decide. Jesus: when did they invent the straw? Anyone

who drinks with a straw looks like an anteater. She isn't coming, but

I don't even care. Yes, I really do actually, but it doesn't matter be-

cause. . .it doesn't, who cares. Lousy dolt.

Twenty three people are here but it feels like seven. No one's

saying a goddamn word. The English people are, and those kids are.

Kids. . .college, thirties, who knows. Everyone is sometimes always

a kid.

Maybe she got hit by they subway. Or maybe her foot got

stuck in the door of the train and it dragged her until she hit the

wall and everyone saw it, but no one pulled the brake. People can

be so self-absorbed. If I saw a girl or guy or such being pulled by a

train I'd definitely stop the train. Maybe her head pounded against

the wall and rolled down to where the mice are. And her lipstick

and mascara stayed on. And there's her head, among the mice that

everyone looks at. Smiling. And the lipstick and mascara aren't even

running or faded. She has very high cheekbones. I think I want
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another croissant.

Everything reminds me ofapple croissants. I don't even know

when the train leaves or anything. She probably did get hit by a

truck so she'd have a good excuse for not showing. What if I'm late,

and I can't even remember ifmy watch is five ten or fifteen minutes

ahead, or six behind. Fuck. What can I do? I can't deal with this, I

can't deal with most things.

I'll eat an apple croissant because it reminds me of every-

thing. I'd rather a cigarette, if you put cinnamon, on it, it could be

a croissant, everything can be a croissant, it's really true. Somebody

shut this bitch up. I'd love to burn her with my croissant. She's a

fucking riot. I wish the goddamn chair would sit on her. Everyone

left, now there's fourteen. Where'd they all go? Maybe if I call them

they'll come back in.

And what's worse than the traffic, the loud bitch, the guy

who lost his thing - this yellow coat. Somebody is wearing a hid-

eous yellow coat. I'd bet the one who invented the straw invented

the yellow coat.

The ones who aren't talking are fixing their hair, fiddling

with this paper thing that I can't figure out what it is. He'll take

twenty seven years to open it, the fuck is it? He put it in his mouth,

its not a wet-nap, its most likely a mint from the Ritz.

-These people who aren't talking are otherwise looking stu-

pid.

The guy with the thing in his mouth just walked to the

bathroom. No, he got his yellow coat and umbrella. Figures. Every-

one is always getting their yellow are lacking umbrellas, and these

two have one each. Doesn't anyone share anymore?

No one shares, no one has umbrellas, no one has good pos-

ture, but they all have yellow coats.

She's still out there.

Everyone walked by and I tried to forget that I sometimes

always love her and so many thoughts came through me and then

into the croissant. I'm lying a little. I thought of her in between the

coat, the umbrella, the loud bitch, because she's a loud bitch on

some days. So she's in my mind, she can't escape. Even if her pretty

head is with the mice and neatly sketched with lipstick and mas-
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cara, she can't escape. She reminds me of a croissant, or parsley

Why did that guy look at me? Does he think I know why?

Does he think that we are of the same because he was smoking the

same cigarettes as me? People are so self-righteous, self-centered,

and tacky. Always, the ones with umbrellas have good posture and

the ones with yellow coats have large extremities.

She really isn't coming, but I've established that. It's not re-

ally a priority of mine to wait around with those with yellow coats

and mascara all over. They're playing "Air on the G String" again.

Where is the variety among men and women, French and

German, Lithuanian and Armenian. Where's my croissant. I bet

that guy pretended he lost something so he could come back, make

a play that he lost his wallet or video-camera and then swiped my
croissant when I was thinking about umbrellas. Selfish.

I hate croissants.

They've played "Air on the G String" six times, six different

ways, and I bet no one knows.

Everything's on the wrong side now. I feel like a protrusion

of sorts, like the apple in the croissant that splurges out when you

take a bite, but I use a knife and fork. My apple is always where it

belongs, next to the paper thing the guy with the yellow coat ate, in

front of the bitch who the chair sat on top of, and down in the

tracks next to her goddamn pretty face. She never did show. Bitch.

Lon Haber
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Daughter of a Villain

A sky-God flies a plane around her head,

she tries to duck but cuts her toes on glass.

She wonder if by morning she'll be dead.

A city-witch: by fumes her soul is fed,

in bed at night she hears the hell-bus pass.

A sky-God flies a plane around her head.

At dawn, a mind-haze pit confines her bed.

Heavily, she crawls from the crevass.

A sky-God flies a plane around her head.

Today she walks the street with pending dread,

Sunday masks the fear with midnight mass.

She wonders if by morning she'll be dead.

She could have chased her dreams away instead

and woken up in softer fields of grass.

A sky-God flies a plane around her head.

She wonders if by morning she'll be dead.

Hillary Dresser
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Spellbound

Heartstrung girl-witch of lust:

You weep outside now,

while climbing the ivy through your gut

to hide in that little box-shaped chamber

reserved for self-love.

Weren't his groping arms your cloak?

You show us your starved

and wind-chapped surface,

yet manage to dine on stillness

in that little place where you've hung his bloody pic-

ture

and soaked the floor in love-rain.

Spellbound lonely man in wood:

Fallen as a lovesick messiah

strung up to the belly walls of earth,

You could not witness a pain

so brutal as her loving [lying] gaze,

though we could not see the bruise.

Bitch-bitten, you are touched no more than

seagulls who covet the beach-dead,

or little witchy murderesses

brewing inside a sallow heart.

Hillary Dresser
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I knew that my parents had been apprehensive about us

taking David into the city that late at night, but he had never really

been to New York City before and I could not just keep him in the

house for the whole weekend. My sister and I got dressed and then

spent half of an hour trying to rearrange David's preppy looking

clothes so that he would be fit to walk the streets ofManhattan after

12:00am. We took the train to the Village and got off the wait for

my little sisters boyfriend Cyrus. When he finally arrived twenty

minutes late, we were restless and a little angry. David and I had

begun to fight and we were becoming even more restless when we

found that there wasn't much to do in the Village. By unanimous

decision we decided to hop the uptown train to 42nd street.

As I walked out from the subway station I could feel the

electricity in the air. Little catch phrases buzzed through my mind

"...the city that never sleeps, all the way to Broadway" There were

bright lights everywhere and I was sure that everything looked the

same way it did twelve hours earlier, only now the sky was dark and

the freaks were out.. David was willing to put our petty fussing

behind us and enjoy the evening and I shared his sentiment as he

slipped his hand into mine.

We had hardly walked a block when I made the mistake of

making eye contact with two punks hanging out on the corner.

They were layed out in their Saturday night outfits with their loose

fitting jeans hanging extra low, sagging just right over sneakers but

not too much, to make sure that the Nike emblem was not hidden.

I looked at them for a second but immediately forgot them as my
attention was drawn elsewhere. After about twenty yards I noticed

that they were following us. The shorter one walked along side me

and bumped my shoulder intentionally. I ignored him. He then

started talking extra loud to his friend near by

"Man, I can't understand why these sisitas be crossing over"

He then fell into pace with me and proceeded to tell me "how good

his shit was", and asked what the hell I was doing with this white
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boy when he could do so much more for me, I continued to ignore

him and he called me a "bitch".

He had succeeded in working himself into a frenzy and

moved to step in front of me. My hand tightened in David's. I was

terrified. The razor blade he held on his tongue flipped over and

over in a mechanical almost matter of fact way He challenged David

by stepping in front ofhim and pushing the side of his hand against

David's face.

"Man, you a motherfucker!"

David didn't respond. We were no longer holding hands. I was

angry. Many times I had picked the scene, out in my mind and I

had tried to prepare my self because I knew that once we left the

safety and security of sheltered little Andover, that situations like

this would become a frequent reality for us, I had tried to prepare

myself but I realized then that I was not prepared in the least.

Later the thought seemed an oxymoron, but at that mo-

ment time seemed to stand still on Broadway and 42nd street. The

glimmering lights from an all night "XXX" theater that illuminated

the triple D breasts and the cheap lingerie of the no-faced actresses

on the poster boards, reflected on the shiny piece of metal that laid

so delicately across the man-boy's tongue. An evil glimmer of sat-

isfaction flickered on and off his face as he bathed in the fact that

David would not respond to his challenge.

Although I denied it to myself afterward, I was very angry

at David.

"Do something" I thought "You are the man being con-

fronted by another man, defend yourselfand don't be such a damned

wimp" But how could small town Dracut Mass. stand up to the

mean streets of NYC? Afterwards I conjured up images of David

being a baby looking on into the brightness of approaching head-

lights. Frozen in deathly terror but unable to react. It was wrong of

me to have expected more of him.

But floating coldly in the smog filled New York air was my
pride, forever present no matter what the situation, and the hot

blooded Jamaican woman in me would not walk away with her tail,

imaginary or no, stuck between her legs. So I struck out. I shoved

at the challenging wolf and stepped between him and my man like
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a doe in front of her fawn. I don't know why I felt the need to

explain myself to this ignorant little punk who could not speak a

word without decorating it in profanity and who was probably so

drunk he wouldn't remember a thing in the morning, but at the

time I did.

"I'm with him" I said " because he treats me good. Look at

you calling me a bitch, your shit ain't no better than his and he

treats me like a fucking queen..."

I don't remember the rest of what I said but it was hot, fast,

angry and probably didn't make a whole lot of sense. My accent

kicked in, as it always does when I am angry, and I became fierce

like the beast in front of me and ready to fight. I turned in a small

arc to see who was around me, to see if any support existed in the

faces of passersby. But all I saw reflected in those faces was the same

question

"Why, are you going out with that white boy anyway?"

Although I might have imagined it I could have sworn that

I saw looks of shame
, disappointment, anger and disgusted pity in

the faces of passing brothers and sisters.

I felt hopeless and desperate. I wanted to disappear into a

dark corner like the millions of rats in NYC so cleverly did. I wanted

David to go away, to go back to Dracut. I began to wonder if I was

a real black woman. As these thoughts swept through my mind like

flurries of papers that scattered the streets, the other guy who had

been talking briefly to my sister's boyfriend stepped in. He put his

arm around his friend and pulled him away.

"You have to excuse my friend here, he's had a little too

much to drink". Before the two guys left Cyrus shook hands with

them and then as quickly as they had come, they disappeared into

the night.

I turned to look at Cyrus with accusing eyes. Why had he

shook their hands. He caught my glare and responded to the ques-

tion I hadn't asked. "
It's the only way I could get them to leave you

alone, what else could I do?" The more he tried to explain himself

the more I realized that he probably agreed with that punk whole-

heartedly.
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I felt alone, I couldn't bring myself to look at David But

soon I felt the comforting arms of my little sister around me. She

laughingly joked about my viciousness and likened me to those

pittbulls that have to be put to sleep because they are so dangerous.

She tried hard to brush away the the tense nervousness that had

developed between the four of us. But I noticed that she had anger

in her eyes as she eyed her boyfriend.

Conversation had stopped abruptly and so we drifted into

the line for movie tickets and bought popcorn and went in to see

the Mask. Jim Carey helped to ease the the mood with his idiot

comedy. But I tensed when David leaned over and said the magic

words.

"Do you want to talk about it?" I ignored him and he soon

settled back into his seat.

"Why didn't you do anything. Suppose I hadn't acted what

would you have done?"

"I was scared!"

"Yeah well so was I!"

We mumbled some more in anger and then frustrated I tried

to direct all my attention at the screen. I stared unblinkingly at the

comedy hoping it would diffuse into my thoughts but, my mind

kept drifting back to the whiteness of the cast. The hero, his dog,

the blond bombshell and even the bad guys were white. I started to

wonder if I was willing to fight all the street punks, disagreeing

grandparents and all else who opposed us. A third of me said "yes

I'm willing to fight for this relationship." Another third screamed

"no, it isn't worth it, the pain just isn't worth it." The last third

played a cruel kind of tug-o-war with my innermost feelings.

Maybe we could go out in secret and keep our meetings

hidden and secret

Break up with him and find yourself a good black man?

That will solve everything?

But all black men I had known treated me like shit and

had only wanted to get me in bed.

I shouldn't have to justify myself to the world— I love
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him

But look at some ofyour political views, they contrast like

white and black with your personal life

You are being a supreme hypocrite

Cant wejustforget that he is white and I am black?

You will never really understand each other anyway,

so why bother

/ cant fight by myself David is too passive. I'm sick of

being the strong one

Flight

Fright

or Fight

Sitting in that theater with stale popcorn stuck to the bot-

tom ofmy shoes and my fingernails dug deeply into the sides of the

chair, I felt as if all the yellow cabs in New York City were trying to

park simultaneously inside my head. I looked over at David sitting

next to me, staring blankly at the screen, he was no doubt as con-

fused as I was. I was suddenly filled with a deep compassion and I

knew that no matter what I thought in this heated state of mind,

that I really did love him.

We didn't really say too much to each other after the movie

or on the ride home and when we finally did get home, we both

went to bed cold, alone and hurt. My mother was angry the morn-

ing after, although she didn't know that had happened, she did real-

ize that David and I were not talking to each other. She was upset

because she had invited him over for the weekend as a big surprise

for me and he and I weren't even talking to each other. Later on

that after noon David and I got into deep discussion. We talked

about breaking up, staying together, and all the things that I had

been thinking about the night before, we cried at the helplessness

we were feeling the realization that we were ending up with as

many answers as we had had at the start of our conversation

I felt defeated because being such a proud person, I didn't

want to have a part of me that had the potential to make me feel

vulnerable and ashamed. As it was we agreed to hang it out to-

gether because we had become so much a part of each other. Prom-
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ising to share whatever miserable bits or information we cold drag

out of life so that we could work out a way to find some real true

answers.

Chrisanne Wilks
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Summer Day

Having my book bag

in the summer when regular school was out was hell

It was 8:30 in the morning, Aug 7

the water main break on third avenue slowed the

trains

I got to classes ten minutes late

but as usual I had fun and they went fast

At 12:15 we had lunch

I bought a lunch special beef and broccoli

with pea pods for fifty cent extra at China Palace

on 84th and Amsterdam

I went back for afternoon classes

and before I knew it we were leaving the building

this time it was to go home

Instead of taking the B to Atlantic

and then switching to the three

I walked down to 72nd, my heavy book bag

making me feel like a mule so that I could get a seat

on the 5:15 number three

Usually I didn't have to do chores

when I went to summer school but, today wasn't

one of those days.

I got home at 6:30, ate dinner by myself

and washed everyone else's dishes that were sitting

in the sink

At 7:30 I watered the flowers

squeezing the hose one way for the dahlias and an-

other for the delicate pansies.

I went inside at 8:00 to watch a

re-run of Startrek and at 9:00

After fighting over study space

with my sister I started my homework.

My parents listened to Tom Donaldson

at 1 1 :00 on the evening news



At 1 1:50 my father came in and

asked me if I had much homework left to do

My mom was brushing her teeth

when I went to get a glass of orange juice

Around 12:01 I went to tell my sister

to shut her parakeets up because I couldn't concen-

trate on my work

But it wasn't them because

the cloth was over the cage and they were asleep

My sister didn't know

what the noise was so we went to ask my parents

I walked into the room

to see my mother heave one last time

As the head of my little

brother emerged from her body

The sheets were soaked and bloody

and so were my fathers hands as he eased the

wrinkled, rainbow colored body out ofmy mom.

Chrisanne Wilks
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Old Man Charlie

Walked down the street about noon the other day

Passed old man Charlie's house, made ofwood and clay

Sitting on the verandah, old man Charlie beckoned to

me

He said come here little girl I got something for you to

see

Always a nice old man, like a grand-child he treats me

Every time I pass his rickety house he has presents to

repay

The children and thier mothers for cleaning his house

every day

I ran across the freshly swept yard with the raked lines

still afresh

I had done the polishing, sweeping and the Jones sisters

did the rest

I took off my shoes and in my socks I slid

across to where I always did

On the mat his feet I looked on and waited to see

what presents old man Charlie had this time for me

He reached below his chair

and felt around underneath there

And to my young delight

he brought to sight

the prettiest mango I had ever seen

I thought it was a Millie, because it was partly green

but to my increased delight it turned out to be a Num-
ber 16
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Old man Charlie I whispered

"A great magician you must be,

because mango season is gone

and the trees are all empty"

"Little girl" he said , for he never called my name

If I told you my secret I would not have a claim

He leaned close to me

calm and secrecy in his eyes

I have a magic mango tree -

My awe could not be disguised

But you must not tell a soul

I promised that I never would

But here I am telling you

I guess the tree is now no good

It was a secret I could not hold

but Old man Charlie won't be mad I told

Because all of his property has just been sold.

Chrisanne Wilks
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Shower

Me and Miles we just saunter down the street

Both our flat bellies pressed against the tank tops we

wear

He's got one arm slung about my waist and the other

laced around his horn, (the way you hold a lover)

Oh! the breeze!

I feel cool baby, real cool!

We pass Terry, Lorraine, Alice, and the girls sipping tea

in the sun, under cool white bonnets

"Hello ladies" I say. "That tea sure does smell good"

Chamomile, sage, basil, mint and sweet honey

Liza promised to entertain us and as she swings her hips

to the music in her mind

A voice from offstage. Billie singing hello.

She comes over and says "Hi! Girl where you been?"

I kiss her on the lips and say "I bin around"

Across the field I see Mo, that's Harriet but we call her

Mo for short, deep in discussion with Nanny of the

Maroons, they seemed to have taken a liking to each

other. Pretty soon Marcus pulls up a chair and joins

in, then all three of them as ifon cue look over and

wave.

Oh! Sweet sunshine and soft gentle breeze.

P. Dunbar and L. Hughes glide over and say "honey, we

gonna get together and whip up a little verse for

you. I tell them that I 'm oozing with anticipation.

Somebody grabs me from behind and I know who it is

as I smell sweet sensei and a sun browned lock falls
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over my shoulder.

Bob turns me around to face him and says "woman you

gotta take it easy"

I start to laugh, it forms in the middle of my back and

flows through me like hundred proof rum, warm-

ing me up.

Just then God says "Hey! my children!"

and we all yell "Hey! yourself"

"Honored you could join us" I joke

"Wouldn't miss it for the world."

Through all the laughter I feel old rusty hands on my
belly.

I look down into the eyes ofsomebody's grandma. She's

mumbling like grammas sometimes do, but I man-

age to catch one line ....

"it's gonna be a beautiful black baby boy"

Oh! sweet sweet soft sunshine.

Chrisanne Wilks
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a blind woman

Karabagh, Armenian 1994

she stares at me with

blank eyes

from a dirty stone shelter

on the television screen:

I have stared at the fire

too long.

My eyes gush with

salt agony.

they plead and cringe

and listen for reply

wallowing in silent emptiness:

God swelled my eyes shut

in mercy.

I can only hear my sister scream.

I am blind.

her lips are

tear stained and raw

salt stung

hardened white

curved in a cramped howl:

I am thirsty.

The salt makes me thirsty.

The fire dries my tongue.

her fists are clenched purple

her eyes are screaming now

they boil over and her voice is smothered
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only cries

the videotape ends and

there are fireworks on T. V.

thousands

cherish the glorious explosions

in the celebration of independence

of fire and colored light

eyes gaping wide

mute soundless eyes

I can only hear my sister scream.

Sean Casey
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furniture and refuge

he had called

Rose at the church - said he

had some extra furniture and

rugs

since his mother and grandmother died

and she said

a family halfway down

Main

needed some

Armenians from Russia

in a complex across the

laundromat - very small mother

and tall son

stood in front of the building

to greet us

My father said something to

the man - he didn't understand

too well

but took the armchair from him

and put it on his shoulder

we went inside the brick

building - third floor

furniture up and

in the room - like Grandmas would have

a table with crackers dried fruit

and a bowl of dried chick peas which

dissoved once crushed

and taste sparked memories

brought me back to the kitchen
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where at dawn

she'd wake and

cook dinner in her

slippers with backs folded

down and a glass of sour tun 1 on the table

Dad said it was an acquired taste

Grandma and I would

sit on chairs around the cold metal

kitchen table or the mesh table in the porch

where we played cards with Nana

on rickety white metal chairs

that scratched the flagstone-tiled floor

and she would tell me stories

about the Old Country

she left before the massacres

began

on a boat to America at 13

when she arrived they gave her a test

and if she failed they'd

murder her

they'd send her back

she settled in Lowell

half mile freom the dump
sitting on chairs without

cushions inside brick

walls with a man and

mother who couldn't

speak English

too well

and who escaped

and needed furniture

or if they stayed
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shelled at and

murdered

like back when

Enver and Talaat

and when village to village

the people

collected - those who

didn't escape

and into the desert

marched in circle until-

tortured shot burnt raped stripped starved

-death granted them asylum

Sean Casey
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mad girls mad world

in your room,

in your closet,

eating egg-shells;

drinking from

a lovely, leaking

porcelain pitcher,

filled

to the brim

with bloody wine;

sitting on a

rotted lullaby.

how it pained me

to see you

so dejected

and alone,

i asked,

"you should be

so happy,

so why you

always sad?"

you replied,

"i ve looked and searched

all 'round my room,

but i cannot find

my Dad."

i wanted to

cheer you up;

i bought you everything

you requested:

Del-Monte

fruit with heavy
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syrup,

non-fat Yoplait,

sodium-free

Pringles, Coca-Cola

(no Pepsi).

all of which

i'd watch you

cram down your throat

with a dour,

hard face.

i can't recall exactly

when it was

you broke.

i recall

i had a dream

in which

you were tortured by

a consuming famine,

tormented by

an empty stomach.

while i slept

you crept

up to my bed

with a fork and knife.

you stabbed

my chest repeatedly;

ripped-out

my heart, positioned

it above your

mouth,

prepared to gulp.
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but with

a panicked face

you settled for

the membrane

instead;

with

streaming tears

you gently placed it,

so fragile, back

into

my chest.

i was horrified!

in your insanity

i tried

to stop you,

stab you!

and reality

shattered before

my
eyes.

on time!

on key!

it beat relentlessly,

it thumped fervently,

pounding still!

i woke in a sweat,

absolutely terrified,

it was black

and calm out.

i rushed like

a madman
to find you.

there you were,

in your room,
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in your closet.

shivering in

a puddle of

vomit,

shuddering and

trembling

at the sight.

i pleaded,

"don't you believe

in a God?

don't you believe

He exists?"

to which you

responded,

"people always

get me mad.

they get me
really pissed."

CM.
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Maddy

Maddy,

Do you still aspire

To be a rock-star?

Well,

Madeleine,

You've never held a guitar

in your life.

Your voice,

harsh, whiny.

I think it was that one song

So inspired you!

I cannot fathom why,

dear Mad.

So stark

and grating,

It became palpable to you,

And you caressed it daily.

Stroked the waves

in awe.

Mystical to you!

It possessed you!

Calmed you,

until you realized

you didn't know the lyrics,

Nor the band-name.

It was only a phase, Maddy.

Not to worry.
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I thought

it was them

Made you hysterical at times.

(How you disgusted them with

Your frenetic fury!)

But you've always been smarter

than the others,

Haven't you Maddy?

You moped and pouted

everyday

until I bought the crayons.

Do you remember?

They became stubs within a day!

You wanted more:

flaming purple, feathery

red. Mad, do such

colors exist?

By then,

I'd had it with your tantrums.

but you

apologized.

So I offered

you a china doll.

I thought

it would appease you some.

But no! You felt

it was cutting sympathy.

It was only attachment, Maddy,

It gave me
a solace I could not define,
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Nor explain your

Dumb rage.

Frightened me,

Murdered you.

Oh,

those sickly features,

Grayish-yellow,

Ashen-gray;

Bland face

contorted in madness.

(To the point of repulsion, Maddy!)

I had to stop your convulsions!

This time, I was most

tender, more mild,

So that— to my surprise,

Those features crumbed,

Became hazy,

reverie-like,

almost sublime.

I loved you most then,

My poor Maddy!

You've always been

too vulnerable, too zealous:

a slave

To your own poetry.

You've always been so smart

—

Perceived them and even me.

Yourself, too,

I believe.
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Now you're angry with me!

—Don't be.

Maddy, Maddy;

Come to Daddy

Maureen Chun
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About My Head

The world of my head

My world in the sky

The sky in the branches

The branches so high.

Orange in sunshine

Leaves through the light

Cool sun on my fingers

Orange and bright.

The world in my orange

Blue sight in the night

Strange sky through the leaves

In the flames that ignite

Orange air in my hair

Blasts tunnels of light

By the sun of strange fun

Pink, brown, purple, and white.

Your strange company I feel

In our tree by the sun

Climb on into vastness

Skip eternity and run.

Don't stop at the branches

Clamor on towards the sun

Fill up your senses

Take the thrill of my pun.

The world of my head

My sky in this world

Blue worlds in sky

Makes me want to fly.

Jennie Bradway
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All American Girls

The vampires are truly holy,

Spooning their blood by candlelight

Claws clenched to claw in midnight solitaire.

They don't even notice the Eastern breeze

Nipping at their toes with garlic breath.

They just ride against the wind

Flashing a white fang

Now and then

As if it'll subside.

But when it slashes lightening,

And showers daffodil petals

Drowning them in soft yellow

They notice dawn approaching.

So they enter their cavern

And bar their doors shut,

Praying the yellow sun doesn't rise.

Jennifer Bassett
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Austinia

Somewhere it has died within me;

Ambition and growth torn away in a race for perfec-

tion.

Not old enough to vote, yet mature to feel the unlived

wretched away

With the sharpened tweezers that scrape with the preci-

sion of a coat hanger.

What tool inserted this parasite inside my guts?

Amongst the intestines and appendix,

Separated by the permeable membrane,

Stealing from me the nutrients rightfully mine.

Unwanted and yet yearned for.

Now now. No longer.

Pounding with nails and drilling a jackhammer in my
mouth,

The constructor; he placed the leech inside.

But this vermon would not just suck my life away

To destroy any glimpse of future;

It ruined the moment present.

Was it his tool box that rescued us?

Not his confounded, dumbfounded speech.

His only contribution was to dial for a plumber

To vaccuum out the life not lived,

That monster inside that is ambivilent to my well-be-

ing,

Selfish and demolishing,

More capable of harm than the man with more brain

cells.

What would have been made out of this life

Had it lived?

Contrived to never stay with me,

To become the apple fallen far from the tree;
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The gardener stealing the fruit away.

It should have been my tears that fed it,

Not the plastic hose of another.

No worries.

Unripened the apple fell,

Pulp rotting in the ground.

How to see that life grow and fill me?

No more. It is gone.

No longer will it feed from me.

It is gone, somewhere in a biohazard bag,

Dumped into a landfill,

Gone.

Melissa Ellis
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Sang

Sang,

your song

out from the yellow lace edgings

of dead dried plants

that smell like dust

(his lips weren't thick enough,

so you lost them).

Light.

shed from the skirts of the sky

when she uncrosses her legs

a glimpse

(his mouth was too wet,

so it slid away).

Lisa Von Trapp
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She rises softly to smear me

She rises softly to smear me

with the efforts of her love,

this hidden person

deep and cunning.

1 tasted salt in your hair,

and my smell on your mouth

could only make me want to immerse myself in water

so that every part of me is touched

and my hair floats to the surface as rich as seaweed.

Lisa Von Trapp
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words

words,

stilted waterfalls of words,

and what would you know?

your blood didn't flow in a pathetic stream

that dried too soon

blue

is like the water in my dreams

holding me up

cause I'm lighter than water,

my bones hollow

like the vessels women become

you don't really need to fill us

she stretched out her hands

but no one reached back,

it just wasn't important.

she dried up like grass

and they marvelled at her smoothness

Lisa Von Trapp
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Transparent

My dizzy head propped up on a pillow,

I lie in front of you,

bare legs spread out like the sky.

Wide.

I've unfolded myself, my weaknesses.

I'm stretched out on my spine.

Vulnerable.

Timidity dissolves in this darkness,

though wrinkled sheets sit ready.

I study your outline in the freckles of light from the

street lamp outside.

Your eyes are open.

Looking at me.

Looking through me.

Kelly Sherman
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Credo s Requiem

To my soul, my thoughts, I listen.

The words envelope my spirit

In anguish:

Requiem in Pacem.

The paradigm of Darwinism, continuity...

Of death.

We search for religion, not for good

But for a counterpart to-

Nothing.

My Lord, pervasive in thy nature,

I believe, now ease my incredilude.

Inundated, I believe,

We are ourselves, yet only for a spark,

A momentary lapse of an eternal storm.

Yet we dwell.

On what? And how?

We live in the shadows of death, or in its light;

Yet we persevere.

That says something, I think.

Therefore I am making a conscious decision

To knock it off.

We don't know what lies beyond this mortal coil,

So let's see what lies in its embrace.

Opium of the masses.

Perhaps.

Pacifier of intellectual curiosity.

Maybe.

Realization leaves us in a peculiar state;

We know everything of nothing.

This said, what now?

A bare bodkin? The warm embrace of twine to nape?

In the greater scheme of things,

We are, but
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Hydrogen particle in an ocean of reality.

Yes?

Shall we en masse take our Last Exit,

Sit on the altar of death and contemplate Beelzebub's

complexion?

Or shall we explore the eternity of an instant?

Many, slaves to their

Preconception

And circumstance, do neither.

These are truly dead.

But to the remaining: consider how

One moment can be life-affirming.

The instant when lovers, post-petit mort,

Enter each others' eyes and realize the simple perfection

of the moment,

That they could lie there

Forever. In an instant.

That's truth. That is reality.

Shall we keep it?

BillPena
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The Wild Iris

This, Gliicks sixth volume of verse, is a luridly sensual, if

disturbing, synthesis of heart and umbra, melding the realms of

singular love and impenetrable distance within a medium of horti-

cultural personification. She invites us into her garden, but it is like

a woman inviting us into her boudoir, sharing her most intimate

qualities; we are enchanted thoroughly, but at the same time we are

ever conscious that these secrets belong solely to their hostess. Her

words call upon the spirit to permeate the precarious boundaries of

flesh and earth, of present and absent, and recover a forgotten sis-

terhood with "nature" as it has come to move out of the soul and

become a mere neighbor to "truth."

"Some of us/ make our own light:" she explains, "a silver

leaf/ like a path no one can use" and this is how she presents herself

throughout: her most intense experience glowing brilliantly, con-

stantly through a translucent film that we must realize is not merely

a human inability to convey the inexpressable, but more the limita-

tion ofour own sensitivity to the sap that runs through the veins of

rapport with the feeling world. At first glance, one may see Gliick

as nothing more than a heartbroken schoolgirl who has grown up

to write depressing poems about flowers and loss, but even so one

soon comes to understand the real angle we must take on life: that

we are all just hurt lovers reaching out to an intangible shadow-

kingdom, and it is our task to "take advantage of illusions" and find

the power within us to "love all that is cold" as well as what is com-

fortable and facile.

Her verse is at once a song to human experience, though

rife with lament as well as joy The cadence crawls along the skin of

the back, among chill and tenebrous fibrils of nerve, and the deli-

cious texture of her moist syllables on the speaking lips transforms

us into living channels of her awesome lyrical electricity. This stuff

begs to be read aloud, alone in bed, down the stairs, from the front

porch to the world. She cannot be silenced, she will not be denied;

we want her dissolved in our blood.

Louise Gliick has lasting integrity, for she bestows upon her
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readers no warm hand to hold along the path, but instead a semi-

friendly wave good bye as we diverge and recover for ourselves the

garden we have been cultivating all along.

Wild Iris is a mouth-watering account of what it means to

be alive and love, with a deadbolt encounter of reality and reckon-

ing with ourselves, humankind, and God. And it has a nice cover.

T. Chapman Wing
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